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Disclaimer. The data relating to real estate on this web site comes in part from the MLS Reciprocity program of the Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver or the Fraser Valley Real Estate Board. Real estate
listings held by participating real estate firms are marked with the MLS Reciprocity logo and detailed information about the listing includes the name of the listing agent. This representation is based in whole or
part on data generated by the Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver or the Fraser Valley Real Estate Board which assumes no responsibility for its accuracy. The materials contained on this page may not be
reproduced without the express written consent of the Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver or the Fraser Valley Real Estate Board. Real estate board or real estate board of the Fraser Valley Real Estate
Board. If you wish to purchase an advertisement that is currently on display on this site, please email a REBGV sales representative at info@re.vancouver.ca.The best value home I have ever bought! The 100%
financing capability was really convenient. I’m so lucky to have found this house! What is Rent to Own? Rent to Own Homes Is a JAM-PACKED system that literally gives homeowners the equivalent of owning
their home but you don’t have to make the monthly payments! This simply wouldn’t be possible without what is called the 100% financing. Rent to Own homes are typically for cash buyers. However, in the cases
of foreclosure and short sale properties we also have the chance to get financing options! The Difference Between Rent to Own Homes and Short Sales? If you are looking to buy a home and cash is not an option
then you are probably thinking about a short sale. This is because a short sale is a home that is currently in default on the mortgage. It is our belief that the default occurred because the homeowners failed to
make a payment and the bank had not foreclosed on the home. These types of properties are very interesting because you get the home for a fraction of the value and you still make money after a short time.
However, if you have chosen to rent to own a home then you are getting a home that is rented and the mortgage payment is taken care of. The rent to own home will continue to be rented to you at an affordable
monthly rate until you decide to buy the home from the seller. This is such a great savings and you can purchase a home that has so much more value than the monthly payments. Rent
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